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Note to Educators:
The Teaching Beyond September 11th curriculum project seeks to capture the events of the two
decades (2001-2021) following 9/11 as a means for youth to understand the post-9/11 global order.
Developed by a team of educators from the University of Pennsylvania in collaboration with inter–
/national scholars, practitioners, and community activist leaders, each stand-alone module is grounded
in at least one of six identified themes and is anchored in an event in a particular year following 9/11.
The curriculum does not need to be taught sequentially. Lessons within a module may be taught
sequentially or individually unless specified.
The curriculum is geared towards advanced high school and early college students. Educators are
encouraged to adapt lessons to meet the needs of their classroom and student academic level. The
curriculum framework at the end of this document highlights the guiding questions and enduring
understandings that we wish for students to glean from these lessons.
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These materials may be reproduced for educational use with attribution to the original authors and
source. The materials contained here may not be reproduced for commercial purposes or in ways that
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The full citation information for this document is: Teaching Beyond September 11th (2021). Module 7.
Understanding Islamophobia. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA.
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Module 7: Understanding Islamophobia
Primary Theme: Public Opinion, Perception & Anti-Muslim Sentiment
Secondary Theme: Media & Representation
Year(s) in focus: 1997, 2007 & 2017
Grades: 11 and 12; College Freshman
Entry points: Global &/or U.S. History and Civics (all three lessons), and English/Language Arts
(lesson 2 extension activity; lesson 3)

Module Context
2007 was six years after 9/11. At this time, the U.S. was still waging the War on Terror in Afghanistan
and Iraq, and several policies had resulted in Muslims under surveillance across the U.S by the
government and communities. During this period, there was a rise in hate crimes against Muslims and
those perceived to be Muslims. 2007 was also the 10-year anniversary of the original 1997 Runnymede
Trust Report on Islamophobia, a report credited for mainstreaming the term “Islamophobia”. It is in this
event that this unit is grounded.
The three lessons in this module focus on understanding Islamophobia and anti-Muslim racism. The
lessons can be taught sequentially or your may elect to teach one or two of the three lessons. They are
best suited for students who have a general understanding of racism, civil rights and liberties, and U.S.
history.

Module Goal
Students will be able to use their independent learning to recognize and understand Islamophobia; how
it manifests in society, media, and policy; and impacts and harms Muslims and those perceived to be
Muslim.

Module Overview
This module provides students with an understanding of what is meant by Islamophobia and how
Islamophobia manifests at different levels. Over the course of three (stand-alone) 50-minute periods,
students will use videos, texts, and images to engage in discussion to understand the various forms of
Islamophobia. Students will analyze how the media plays a role in perpetuating harmful stereotypes and
they will discuss how Islamophobia is a form of racism. Throughout the lesson, students will assess the
role of civil society groups, the media, and the state in perpetuating anti-Muslim policies that restrict
civil rights and liberties of Muslims.
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Lesson 1 - What is Islamophobia?
Students will compare and contrast two definitions of Islamophobia from the Runnymede report which
is credited for mainstreaming the term. In comparing and contrasting these definitions, students will
develop an understanding of the role race and racialization plays in Islamophobia. Students will be
asked to provide their own definition of Islamophobia at the beginning of the lesson and then provide
an updated definition at the close of the lesson. They will engage with the wider debate around the two
definitions and interrogate their preconceived notions of what a Muslim “looks like” as an introduction
to the diversity of the Muslim community around the globe and the ways in which race is implicated in
Islamophobia. This lesson is a good primer to Islamophobia and can be used as a stand-alone lesson.
Lesson 2 - Civil Society and Islamophobia: Understanding Structural Islamophobia
Students will be introduced to the role civil society groups play in supporting anti-Muslim policies - what
is known as the Islamophobia industry. They will be asked to identify different levels of Islamophobia
(internal, interpersonal, institutional, and structural) and familiarize themselves with a number of post9/11 policies, such as surveillance and NSEERS, that singled out and harmed Muslims in the United
States. They will explore the “good Muslim/bad Muslim” dichotomy and how individuals who identify as
Muslims can also perpetuate anti-Muslim racism. This lesson can be used as a stand-alone lesson if
students have an understanding of what Islamophobia is (see lesson 1) or as a more in-depth look at
Islamophobia following lesson 1.
Lesson 3 - Anti-Muslim Public Sentiment and Gendered Islamophobia [COMING SOON]
Students will focus on public sentiment of Muslims and how gender is implicated in these perceptions.
The lesson focuses particularly on women and will consider the portrayal of Muslim women in the media
by looking at articles on the hijab, the words and images used in the pieces, and how these things
perpetuate certain stereotypes

Curriculum Connections:
All modules in the curriculum connect to this module given the focus on Islamophobia, making this an
excellent module to begin with.
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Lesson 1. What is Islamophobia?
Overview, Background Resources and Materials Needed
Students will compare and contrast two definitions of Islamophobia from the Runnymede report which
is credited for mainstreaming the term. In comparing and contrasting these definitions, students will
develop an understanding of the role race and racialization plays in Islamophobia. Students will be
asked to provide their own definition of Islamophobia at the beginning of the lesson and then provide
an updated definition at the close of the lesson. They will engage with the wider debate around the two
definitions. and interrogate their preconceived notions of what a Muslim “looks like” as an introduction
to the diversity of the Muslim community around the globe and the ways in which race is implicated in
Islamophobia. This lesson is a good primer to Islamophobia and can be used as a stand-alone lesson.

Background reading for educators before Lesson 1
It would be beneficial for educators to review the following resources. These resources may also be used
as a supplementary reading list for students in higher level courses:
● Islamophobia: A Challenge for us All (Runnymede Trust Report 1997 & 2017). Lesson 1 will look
at the Islamophobia definition established and mainstreamed globally by the Runnymede Trust
(UK's leading independent race equality think tank). Educators are encouraged review the
executive summaries of both the 1997 Runnymede report and the 2017 Runnymede report in
preparation for teaching this lesson.
https://www.runnymedetrust.org/companies/17/74/Islamophobia-A-Challenge-for-Us-All.html
●

“Islamophobia: What Christians should know (and do) about anti-Muslim discrimination” By:
Jordan Denari-Duffner [Chapters 1 & 2]. An optional primer.

●

Video on Islamophobia: Let's talk Islamophobia. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8atF0NzXw. A group of scholars share their thoughts about Islamophobia today, its impact in different
parts of the world, and how they envision the future of its policies.

Key Terms in Lesson 1
●

Dehumanization: The process of treating an individual or group as less than human by
subjecting them to degrading or cruel treatment.

●

Racialization: The use of the characteristics of race to marginalize or discriminate people or any
custom, practice, belief, etc.

●

Racism: the belief that different races possess distinct characteristics, abilities, or qualities,
especially so as to distinguish them as inferior or superior to one another. As a system, racism
includes prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism by an individual, community, or institution
against a person or people on the basis of their membership of a particular racial or ethnic
group, typically one that is a minority or marginalized.
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●

Islamophobia: A phobia or exaggerated bias, hatred, or fear of Islam as religion and those who
practice Islam, Muslims. Islamophobia extends to other communities and individuals who are
perceived to be Muslim as well. Also known as Anti-Muslim Racism.

●

Structural racism: The racial group inequities in systems, laws, policies, and institutions that
maintain power for white people and continue to marginalize people of color.

Materials Needed for Lesson 1
1. Lesson 1 Slide Deck (22 slides) (to be projected in class)
2. Video on racialization of Muslims: Islamophobia: A Structural Racism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=et7AjJypoik (to be played in class – link also embedded in
slides)
3. Definitions of Islamophobia graphic organizer (1 hand out per student)
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Lesson 1. What is Islamophobia?
Learning Plan
Opening – 10 minutes
Let students know that you are going to show them a series of photos of (famous) people they may
know and that they need to identify who they think is and is not a Muslim, and what information they
are using to determine their decision.
(Lesson 1 Slide Deck, Slides 2-15). Project the prompt and then the series of photos (No-tech alternative:
print out and pass around the photos).
Slowly reveal the fact that all the people in the photos are Muslims and represent the diversity of the
population. (Lesson 1 Slide Deck, Slide 16).
(Lesson 1 Slide Deck, Slide 17). You may wish to project the list of photos in order of appeared.
(Lesson 1 Slide Deck, Slide 18). Ask them whether or not anything surprised them about this fact.
Expected student responses:
• Students may say that certain people - like Ramy Yousef “look” more Muslim than others, like
Bella Hadid. They may say they are surprised to learn that certain people are Muslim, such as
SZA or French Montana. They may also be surprised to know there are Black or white Muslims.
Encourage students to try to link their explanations to the larger topic of Islamophobia. Explain that our
public perceptions of Islam and Muslims is influenced by negative political discourse after 9/11 and
often biased, racialized representations of Muslims in the media.
Highlight for students that the popular imagination in the United States has come to associate
Muslims with certain forms of appearance and particular foreign regions of the world. Following 9/11,
those who were in power (politicians, media, government) amplified this construction of Muslims
through rhetoric and imagery. Their depictions of Muslims were often negative, inaccurate, and meant
to spread fear and mistrust about Muslims’ difference and “foreignness”. This fear, mistrust, and
hatred of Muslims is Islamophobia or anti-Muslim Racism.
(Lesson 1 Slide Deck, Slide 19) Explain to students that today they will be learning about the term
Islamophobia. The term Islamophobia became popularized in public discourse because of a report by
the Runnymede Trust in the U.K. - an independent organization that advises the U.K. government on
matters of race relations. In 1997, Runnymede published a landmark report on Islamophobia, which
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helped raise social and political awareness to growing prejudice against Islam and Muslims in Britain.
The term became popular around the world to describe discrimination against Muslims. Let students
know that today’s class will explore Runnymede’s definitions. It is important to highlight that
Islamophobia has existed long before 9/11 but has heightened in recent years, particularly after 9/11. In
2017, Runnymede published a 2nd report where they updated their definition.

Application -15 minutes
Divide students into pairs or small groups and give each member a copy of the graphic organizer
(Module 7, Lesson 1, Graphic Organizer) with two definitions of Islamophobia from the 1997 and 2017
Runnymede reports.
Ask students to use the graphic organizer to:
1. Identify differences between the definitions.
2. Analyze what might have led to the changing of the definition in 2017 from the original in 1997.
3. Select the definition of Islamophobia they agree more fully summarizes anti-Muslim attitudes,
or write their own if they feel neither fully captures the prejudice.
4. Reflect on the process their group went through to agree on one definition of Islamophobia.

Debrief -15 minutes
Bring the groups back together and take a quick poll (raising of hands or an online poll) to ask the groups
which statement they think defines Islamophobia better, and how easy or hard it was for them to agree
on one definition. Then, ask why they think the writers of the Runnymede report chose to define
Islamophobia as “racism” in 2017.
Use their responses to lead into a discussion on how Muslims have been racialized; you may wish to
make a connection to the earlier pictures of Muslims of different races, some of whom may appear
“more Muslim” than others to students.
(Lesson 1 Slide Deck, Slide 20) To better explain the racialization of Muslim, show the video,
“Islamophobia: A Structural Racism” (2:21 mins).
Possible student and educator responses:
●

Students may say that their group members disagreed on which definition of Islamophobia was
better. Or, students may say that Islam is a religion, not a race, and therefore Islamophobia is
not racism.

●

You may address this tension by explaining that students just experienced the actual debate
amongst scholars, including the writers of the Runnymede report, over how to define
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Islamophobia. Many scholars feel “phobia”, or fear, does not adequately define the hatred and
violence exerted on people who are or appear to be Muslims, especially after 9/11. However,
some critics feel “racism” makes it seem the religion of Islam is a race or only practiced by
people of a certain race. Therefore, the term “anti-Muslim racism” is experts’ best attempt to
capture the specific type of racism shown towards people who are Muslim, or who “appear” to
be Muslim, but are not (such as Sikhs, Hindus, or Christians from the Middle East and South
Asia).
●

You may wish to explain that experts who study racism note that while Islam is not a race,
Muslims have become racialized. Educators can refer back to statements made by students
during the first activity (“they look Muslim”) and note that this is actually called racialization.
Racialization is a process in which racial identities and behaviors are ascribed to a group. It
explains how in society, media, and politics, Muslims are homogenized/flattened into one group
that shares a set of physical and ethnic traits. As a result of racialization, Muslims are viewed as
foreign, Arab, brown or Black individuals who have long beards and wear turbans or
headscarves.

●

In addition to these physical attributes, certain behavioral traits are ascribed to Muslims as well.
These include seeing Muslims as: inherently prone to violence (terrorists), misogynistic,
intolerant, backward, and untrustworthy. These traits are considered natural and intrinsic to
Muslims, and make them inherently different from other groups and thus worthy of lesser
treatment.

●

Following 9/11, there was an increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes, but it wasn’t just Muslims
who were targeted. As a way to gauge students' understanding of racialization, you are
encouraged to ask students to name some examples of non-Muslims being targeted by
Islamophobia, such as non-Muslim Arabs and members of the Sikh Community (e.g. Balbir Singh
Sodhi, a Sikh American and the first victim of anti-Muslim hate crimes following 9/11).

Closing – 5 minutes
Ask students to reflect on what they learned today by writing and filling in the sentence, “I used to think
Islamophobia was ________________. Now, when I think about Islamophobia, I think
________________.” Ask them to think back to their original understanding of the term and articulate
their takeaways from this lesson. You can ask a few volunteers to share their sentences out loud one by
one.

Optional Homework or Extension Activity
Ask students to watch “This Is Not a Humanizing Poem” by youth spoken word artist Suhaiymah
Manzoor-Khan. Based on the poem, as well as students’ own observations of representations of
Muslims in society, media, and politics, ask your students to make a list of behaviors and characteristics
that are associated with “good Muslims” versus “bad Muslims,”. For example, consider whether wearing
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clothing styles from Muslim majority countries in Western societies and not speaking “the right
sounding English,” as Manzoor-Khan says, are traits that we associate with “good” or “bad” Muslims?
Next, ask them to consider why they put certain traits in the 2 categories. To what extent does society
more readily “accept” Muslims who ace their tests, join sports teams, and bake cakes, as ManzoorKhan says? And are so-called “good Muslims” actually accepted into society?
Finally, ask them to consider how these generalizations of “good” and “bad” enable anti-Muslim
racism and contribute to the dehumanization of Muslims. For example, often in mainstream western
society, Muslims who hold critical opinions about the actions of their government, are considered “bad”
and then accused of being “extremist.” Students can be encouraged to make parallels to other groups as
well.
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Lesson 1. What is Islamophobia?
Student Handouts and Supplementary Teaching Materials

1. Lesson 1 Slide Deck preview (22 slides). [Pease download separate slide deck file]
2. Defining Islamophobia graphic organizer (1 handout per student)
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Lesson 1 Slide Deck (22 slides)
Who is a Muslim and who is not?

As you look

at each of
the following
pictures,
consider:

is lslamophobia?
Module 7, Lesson 1

What information are you using to
determine this?

ludqeei,:,,,ds.,.mberlllh02021The~d~
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lmanl Rowe, American singer, known by her stage name SZA
Ramy Youssef, American actor
Amna Nawaz, American broadcaUer, PSS News Hour
Ellen Burstyn, American actress
Mahershala Ali,American actor
Bell• H•did, Am~rican model

1.

What information did you use to try to determine
whether these individuals are Muslim or not?

2.

Did anything surprise you in this activity? tf so,
what was it? If not, why were you not surprised?

Rl1 Ahmed, Briti;h actor and rapper
Willow Wil11on,American no11elistand creator of Ms. Marvel comics
Shahid Khan, Bllionalre and owner of the Jacksonville Jc1guars(NFL)
lbtihaJ Muhamraad, U.S. Olympic fencer
Tan France, Briti>h-Amerkc1n fashion designer and star of Queer Eye
llhan Omar & Rashida Tlaib, U.S. Representc1tives
French Montana, Moroccan•Amerkan

Rapper
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does
the term
lslamophobia
come from?

The term lslamophobiil beume popularized in public

discourse because of a report by the Runnymede Trust in the
U.K. • an independent organization that advises the U.K.
government on matters of race relatioris
In 1997, Runnymede published a landmark report,
ls1amophobi.i: A Challenae for Us All, which helped r,ise
social ind politiul aw;Heness to growing prejudice against
Islam .1nd Muslims in Britain.
The term beume
discrimination

popular

ii round

lslamo hobia:
A Structural Racism

the world to describe

;,gainst Muslims.

Note that !hilt lslamophobia has l'Kisted long before 9/11

but hn heightened in recent ye.ors, p.articularly ,fter 9/11.
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Defining Islamophobia
Directions to students: Read the two definitions and answer the four questions below the definitions.
1997 Definition of Islamophobia
Islamophobia is the unfounded hostility towards Islam
and the practical consequences of such hostility in unfair
discrimination against Muslim individuals and
communities, and the exclusion of Muslims from
mainstream political and social affairs. (1997,
Runnymede Trust Report, p.4)

2017 Definition of Islamophobia
Short definition: Islamophobia is anti-Muslim racism.
Long definition: Islamophobia is any distinction, exclusion
or restriction towards, or preference against, Muslims (or
those perceived to be Muslims) that has the purpose or
effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment
or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and
fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social,
cultural or any other field of public life. (2017, Runnymede
Trust Report, p.7)

2. What is different between the 2007 and 2017 definitions of Islamophobia?

3. Why do you think the expanded definition was needed in 2017? What happened in those 20 years between
1997 and 2017?

4. Which definition better captures the prejudice of Islamophobia and the experiences of many Muslims?
Explain your choice. Or, if you think neither captures the prejudice fully, write your own definition below.

5. Did your whole group agree to the last question? How easy or hard was it to come up with one definition?
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Lesson 2. Civil Society and Islamophobia:
Understanding structural Islamophobia
Overview, Background Resources and Materials Needed
Students will be introduced to the role civil society groups play in supporting anti-Muslim policies - what
is known as the Islamophobia industry. They will be asked to identify different levels of Islamophobia
(internal, interpersonal, institutional, and structural) and familiarize themselves with a number of post9/11 policies, such as surveillance and NSEERS, that singled out and harmed Muslims in the United
States. They will explore the “good Muslim/bad Muslim” dichotomy and how individuals who identify as
Muslims can also perpetuate anti-Muslim racism. This lesson can be used as a stand-alone lesson if
students have an understanding of what Islamophobia is (see lesson 1) or as a more in-depth look at
Islamophobia following lesson 1.

Background reading for educators before Lesson 2
These resources provide background information on organizations that have been involved in upholding
Islamophobia as well as resources on Sharia, which is greatly misunderstood due to organized
misinformation campaigns. These resources may be helpful as students may have questions about
Sharia. These may also be assigned as readings to students in higher level classes.
1. Bridge Initiative Factsheet on ACT for America, an anti-Muslim organization in the US
2. Bridge Initiative Factsheet on Quilliam, an anti-Muslim organization in the UK
3. Bridge Initiative Factsheet: Sharia
4. Bridge Initiative What's Wrong with the 'March Against Sharia'
Additional resources:
5. Al Jazeera article and video clip on social Islamophobia through citizen vigilante spying
6. Video on The Islamophobia Industry based on the book by Nathan Lean

Key Terms in Lesson 2
●

Anti-Muslim racism (or Islamophobia): discrimination towards Muslims or those that practice
Islam; a phobia or exaggerated bias, hatred, or fear of Islam as religion and those who practice
Islam, Muslims. Islamophobia extends to other communities and individuals who are perceived
to be Muslima as well.

●

Citizen vigilante: a member of a self-appointed group of citizens who undertake law
enforcement in their community without legal authority.

●

Civil rights: under United States law, the legal protection and equality of all. Civil rights in the
U.S. include the right to vote and the right to a fair trial.
Module 7: Understanding Islamophobia
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●

Civil Society: Groups or organizations working in the interest of the citizens but operating
outside of the governmental and for-profit sectors.

●

Civil liberties: different from civil rights that offer legal protection, civil liberties refer to
personal freedoms that in the United States are included in the Bill of Rights. Free speech and
freedom of religion are civil liberties.

●

Institutional: discriminatory treatment, policies, and practices, within organizations and
companies.

●

Internal Islamophobia: holding prejudicial anti-Muslim attitudes and views (private).

●

Interpersonal Islamophobia: expression of Islamophobia between individuals.

●

The state: a nation or territory considered as an organized political community under one
government.

●

Sharia: Islamic law that guides Muslim life and practice.

●

Structural racism: the racial group inequities in systems, laws, policies, and institutions that
maintain power for white people and continue to marginalize people of color.

●

Structural Islamophobia: Islamophobic or anti-Muslim policy created and maintained by
institutions or the state. Structural Islamophobia is noted in the Muslim Ban or the PATRIOT Act
as examples of legislation. Surveillance or policing of Muslim Americans in mosques is another
form of Structural Islamophobia.

●

Terrorism: The United States FBI differentiates between international and domestic terrorism.
International terrorism: Violent, criminal acts committed by individuals and/or groups who are
inspired by, or associated with, designated foreign terrorist organizations or nations (statesponsored). Domestic Terrorism: Violent, criminal acts committed by individuals and/or groups
to further ideological goals stemming from domestic influences, such as those of a political,
religious, social, racial, or environmental nature.

Materials needed for Lesson 2
1. Lesson 2 Slide Deck (to be projected on screen; no-tech alternative, photos can be printed and
passed out and levels of Islamophobia image can be drawn on board)
2. Educator resource titled, “Mapping the layers of Islamophobia,” cut up so each student
receives one manifestation.
3. Large print outs of the following words and tape to post up in different corners of your
classroom:
a. Internal Islamophobia,
a. Interpersonal Islamophobia,
b. Institutional Islamophobia, and
c. Structural Islamophobia
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4. Al Jazeera article and video clip on stroking Islamophobia through citizen vigilante spying (video
to be played) [linked on slide deck]
5. Article “Despite Earlier Denials, The White House Now Says An Anti-Muslim Leader Had A
Meeting There” (optional article to be projected)
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Lesson 2. Civil Society and Islamophobia:
Understanding Structural Islamophobia
Learning Plan
Pre-class preparation (Educator)
1. Print out and cut up individual “manifestations” in document titled, “Mapping the layers of
Islamophobia with various manifestations (beliefs, behaviors, policies) of Islamophobia,”. These
will be handed out to students later in the lesson.
2. Be prepared to designate the four corners of your classroom with the following terms (can write
words on board or pieces of paper that you stick up)
d. Internal Islamophobia,
e. Interpersonal Islamophobia,
f. Institutional Islamophobia, and
g. Structural Islamophobia

Opening – 5 minutes
Explain to students that today lesson will look at the ways in which civil society
[Lesson 2 Slide Deck, Slides 2-3]. Project pictures of the founders of two anti-Muslim organizations: ACT
for America (founded by Brigitte Gabriel, a Lebanese-American who identifies as an Arab American
Christian woman) and Quilliam (founded by Ed Husain and Maajid Nawaz, Bengali-British and PakistaniBritish men who identify as Muslim)
Explain to students that these individuals via their groups promote anti-Muslim policies in the United
States (ACT) and United Kingdom (Quilliam) and smear Muslim civil rights groups as “extremist” and
“terrorists”.
It may be worth explaining that these individuals and groups claim to be working in the interest of the
citizens and operate under the guise of civil society (defined as. groups or organizations working in the
interest of the citizens but operating outside of the governmental and for-profit sectors).
Ask students: What are your immediate thoughts?
Anticipated student responses:

Module 7: Understanding Islamophobia
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●

Students may be surprised to see that Muslim men of South Asian heritage and a woman of
Arab heritage are Islamophobic. Explain to students that Muslims too can be Islamophobic as
they can hold prejudicial attitudes about their own communities.

You can address students’ observations by introducing the content to come: internal and
institutionalized racism. It is possible to be Muslim but to still hold internalized anti-Muslim racism
and to be part of institutions that perpetuate anti-Muslim racism.
Time permitting, bring up the “Good Muslim/Bad Muslim” trope in which “good” Muslims are patriotic,
not religious, supportive of all government policies, and assimilated into mainstream Western societies,
whereas “bad” Muslims are those who are critical of the U.S. government and maintain their religious
traditions. If your students watched Suhaimah Manzoor-Khan’s performance of “This Is Not a
Humanizing Poem” after Lesson 1, you can help them connect its message that Muslims are ordinary,
imperfect, vulnerable and real people, but who are expected by society to demonstrate the traits of
“good Muslims” to be accepted into society.

Key Concepts -15 minutes
Ease into the concept of structural Islamophobia by asking students, How do groups like ACT for
America and Quilliam play a role in structural Islamophobia? Take a few students’ responses and ask
them to define “structural racism” (defined as the racial group inequities in systems, laws, policies, and
institutions that maintain power for white people and continue to marginalize people of color.)
You may wish to explain that similar to structural racism, structural Islamophobia is when those in
power or with power (i.e. the state and media) authorize anti-Muslim bias and racism and pass
legislation or push policies that infringe on Muslim individuals’ basic civil rights and liberties. Central
to this is the role of the state in enforcing policies, legislation, and institutional practices which authorize
anti-Muslim racism. The state essentially legalizes Islamophobia.
Help your students connect this to other instances of structural racism by pointing to historical examples
such as Jim Crow Laws.
[Lesson 2 Slide Deck, Slides 4]. Explain there are four main layers or levels of Islamophobia, including
structural.
● Internal: holding prejudicial attitudes and views (private)
●

Interpersonal: expression of Islamophobia between individuals

●

Institutional: discriminatory treatment, policies, and practices, within organizations and
companies

●

Structural: the state enforces policies, legislation and institutional practices which authorize
anti-Muslim racism. The state essentially legalizes Islamophobia.
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Draw students’ attention to structural Islamophobia by pointing out the role of civil society. Explain
again that civil society is a sector of society distinct from the government and for-profit businesses that
provides important information to both governments and the public. These groups monitor government
policies and actions, hold the government accountable, and also engage in advocacy and offer
alternative policies to the government.
You may wish to explain to students that following 9/11, in response to growing anti-Muslim sentiment
in the country, new groups were set up to tackle rising Islamophobia and social justice issues. These
included Muslim Justice League, Muslim Advocates, Justice for Muslims Collective, and the Muslim AntiRacism Collaborative.
On the flip side, the post-9/11 environment also saw the formation of an industry of activists,
organizations, and self-styled think-tanks that advocated for harmful policies and legislation, such as
hijab bans, the Muslim and African Ban, opposition to the establishment of mosques, and restricting the
legal and constitutional rights of Muslim Americans and Muslims around the globe. They also target
Muslim American rights groups smearing them as “extremist” and “terrorists”. ACT and Quilliam are
two such organizations. Many of these individuals and groups were and are connected with leading
politicians in government.
(Lesson 2, Slide 6) Time permitting, You may wish to project the slide of a Buzzfeed article showing ACT’s
founder, Brigitte Gabriel, at the White House meeting with then-President Donald Trump: “Despite
Earlier Denials, The White House Now Says An Anti-Muslim Leader Had A Meeting There”

Application – 20 minutes
In this activity, students will map the layers of Islamophobia using this activity document (printed out
and cut up in advance) and the four corners of the room.
1. Designate the four corners of your classroom as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Internal Islamophobia,
Interpersonal Islamophobia,
Institutional Islamophobia, and
Structural Islamophobia

2. Give one of the pre-cut manifestations to each student or pair of students. Repeated
manifestations are OK since they could show how different students may perceive issues
differently.
3. Ask them to classify their manifestation by going to the corner of the room which describes it
best. E.g., Is a hijab ban institutional Islamophobia? Structural? How do I know? What do my
peers think? Encourage them to talk to each other to decide.
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Answer key for educators (although overlaps between classifications exist)
● Internal: Belief that all Muslims are violent; belief that Muslim women are oppressed
●

Interpersonal: Physical assault; harassment; verbal abuse; targeting mosques; hate speech

●

Institutional: Company does not hire individuals with Muslim-sounding names; sports team
does not allow Muslim players to wear hijab; pools ban burkinis; the NYPD surveillance program

●

Structural: Hijab bans; the Muslim & Africa Ban; the War on Terror; anti-Sharia legislation, the
No Fly list, the NYPD surveillance program, National Security Entry-Exit Registration System
(NSEERS)

Closing – 10 minutes
To debrief from the four corners activity, ask students the following:
1. Which issues/policies/behaviors were hard to classify? Why were they hard to classify?
2. How do these issues/policies/behaviors impact the lives of Muslim Americans?
Anticipated student response to Q.2:
● Muslims who are barred from jobs because of anti-Muslim racism may experience financial
hardship. It violates laws against employment discrimination.
●

When mosques are targeted in hate crimes (arson, graffiti) Muslims are fearful for their houses
of worship, and it impacts their ability to practice their religion freely, as guaranteed by the 1st
amendment.

●

Policies such as hijab bans violate individuals’ rights to practice their religion freely and force
women to dress a certain way, violating their right to practice their religion as well as restricting
them from public space.

●

Muslims who are restricted from travelling are denied the right to movement, refuge, safety,
and asylum, or a home.
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Lesson 2. Civil Society and Islamophobia:
Understanding Structural Islamophobia
Student Handouts and Supplementary Teaching Materials

1. Lesson 2 Slide Deck preview (6 slides). [Pease download separate slide deck file]
2. Educator resource Mapping the layers of Islamophobia with various manifestations (beliefs,
behaviors, policies) of Islamophobia (4 pages)
3. Large print outs of the following words and tape to post up in different corners of your
classroom:
● Internal Islamophobia,
● Interpersonal Islamophobia,
● Institutional Islamophobia, and
● Structural Islamophobia
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Lesson 2 Slide Deck
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Lesson 2: Mapping the layers of Islamophobia (Educator Resource)
Suggested instructions to educators:
1. Designate the four corners of your classroom as :
a. Internal Islamophobia,
b. Interpersonal Islamophobia,
c. Institutional Islamophobia, and
d. Structural Islamophobia.
2. Print pages 23-25 of this document
3. Cut out each of the following 17 manifestations (beliefs, behaviors, and policies) of
Islamophobia. There should be one for each student or you can make student pairs. Feel free to
add your own manifestations.
4. Give one to each student. Repeated manifestations are OK since they could show how different
students perceive issues differently.
5. Ask students to classify their manifestation by going to the corner of the room which describes
it best. E.g., Is a hijab ban institutional Islamophobia? Structural? How do I know? What do my
peers think? Encourage them to talk to each other to decide.

Answer key for educators (although overlaps between classifications exist)
●

Internal: Belief that all Muslims are violent; belief that Muslim women are oppressed

●

Interpersonal: Physical assault; harassment; verbal abuse; targeting mosques; hate speech

●

Institutional: Company does not hire individuals with Muslim-sounding names; sports team
does not allow Muslim players to wear hijab; pools ban burkinis; the NYPD surveillance program

●

Structural: Hijab bans; the Muslim & Africa Ban; the War on Terror; anti-Sharia legislation, the
No Fly list, the NYPD surveillance program, National Security Entry-Exit Registration System
(NSEERS)
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Belief that all Muslims are violent
The Muslim Ban
A sports team that does not allow Muslim
players to wear the hijab
Physical assault
The New York Police Department (NYPD)
surveillance program
Verbal abuse
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Anti-Sharia legislation
Hate speech
Company does not hire individuals with
Muslim-sounding names
Belief that Muslim women are oppressed
Pools that ban burkinis
Harassment
Hijab bans
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The War on Terror
The No Fly list of Muslims
Targeting mosques
National Security Entry-Exit Registration
System (NSEERS), which controlled the entry
and exit (from the US) of non-citizens from
Muslim majority countries after 9/11
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Appendix to Module 7: Understanding
Islamophobia
Curriculum Framework
Goal
Students will be able to use their independent learning to recognize and understand Islamophobia; how
it manifests in society, media, and policy; and how it impacts and harms Muslims and those perceived to
be Muslim.

Essential questions
1. Is Islamophobia a type of racism?
2. What is structural Islamophobia?
3. How does gendered Islamophobia manifest? How does Islamophobia impact visibly Muslim
women differently?
4. How does Islamophobia (or anti-Muslim racism) impact policy?
5. What role does civil society play in upholding structural Islamophobia?
6. What role does the media play in perpetuating stereotypes about Muslims?

Understandings
Students will understand that…
1. Islamophobia is a form of racism that impacts Muslims and those perceived to be Muslim.
2. Muslims have become a racialized group, even though they are an incredibly diverse group and
do not “look” a certain way.
3. Muslim women who are or are perceived to be Muslim are disproportionately impacted by
Islamophobia.
4. The media plays a role in perpetuating harmful stereotypes about Muslims.
5. Some civil society groups help sustain and support anti-Muslim policies.
6. After 9/11, the government instituted a number of policies that greatly harmed and restricted
the civil rights and liberties of Muslims.
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Knowledge
Students will know…
7. How the term Islamophobia has evolved.
8. The different levels of Islamophobia (internal, interpersonal, institutional, and structural).
9. How groups and organizations that promote Islamophobia and anti-Muslim racism make-up a
multi-million dollar industry.
10. How various state and federal policies have (unfairly) targeted Muslims.
11. What gendered Islamophobia looks like.
12. There is no one way to “look” Muslim.

Skills
Students will be able to...
13. Interrogate different definitions of Islamophobia and common public perceptions of Muslims.
14. Identify different levels of Islamophobia (internal, interpersonal, structural, and institutional).
15. Analyze media representation of Muslims and specifically of Muslim women.
16. Assess the impact of structural Islamophobia on the civil rights and liberties of Muslims.

Summary of Performance Tasks (Assessment)
17. Representations of Muslims: Students will look at 10 pictures of prominent individuals
representing the diversity of Muslims to address the common misperception that Muslims are a
homogenized group who “look” or act a certain way.
18. Group discussion on how to define Islamophobia: Students will review the two Runnymede
report definitions of Islamophobia from 1997 and 2017, identify what has changed, and
speculate why the expanded definition including the term “anti-Muslim racism” was needed.
19. I used to think _______, and now I think _______. At the end of the lesson, students will fill in
this sentence to reflect on how their ideas are developing based on what they learned about
Islamophobia.
20. Mapping the layers of Islamophobia: Students will categorize various manifestations of
Islamophobia as 1.) internal, 2.) interpersonal, 3.) institutional, or/and 4.) structural by placing
the manifestations in the four corners of the room.
21. Discourse analysis: Students will interrogate and compare two primary sources from 2007 -two newspaper stories about Muslim women and the hijab and/or niqab.
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22. Gendered Islamophobia through imagery: Students will interrogate imagery of Muslim women
going back to Orientalist objectification of Muslim women to Princess Jasmine to 20th century
debate on the veil.
23. Debriefs and whole-class discussions: In each lesson, students will apply key concepts in groups
or individually, then return to the whole class space to articulate their findings and takeaways.

Common Core Standards
History/Social Studies 11th and 12th Grade
Key Ideas and Details:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.1
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights
gained from specific details to an understanding of the text as a whole.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.2
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate
summary that makes clear the relationships among the key details and ideas.
Craft and Structure:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.5
Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs,
and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.7
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g.,
visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a question or solve a problem.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.9
Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent understanding
of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among sources.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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